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1. IMF’S LATEST HOUSING MARKET ASSESSMENTS 
  
 Canada (IMF Blog): “Policymakers across the world worry about affordable housing. They 

should. It represents the cost of a basic human need—shelter. Canada is no exception as it 
grapples to provide affordable housing in some cities, like Vancouver and Toronto, where 
rents are high, and for many, the dream of owning a home has faded. People who can afford 
a down payment typically borrow as much as they can to get a foothold in the market—
stretching themselves financially and contributing to Canada’s record-high levels of 
household debt. So, how can governments help make housing affordable? Our latest staff 
report suggests boosting housing supply to meet demand.”  
 

 New Zealand (Article IV): “The government is refocusing elements of its multi-pronged 
approach to improve housing affordability. On the demand side, the policy measures so far 
have included an increase in the accommodation supplement—a cash subsidy linked to low-
income recipients’ actual rents or home ownership costs; the extension from two to five 
years of the period during which capital gains on residential investment property are taxed 
(“bright line test”); a change in the tax treatment of residential rental losses, which can only 
be deducted from future taxable income from rental properties rather than taxable income in 
general; and a ban on the purchase of residential property by nonresidents under the 
Overseas Investment Amendment Act”, says IMF’s latest report on New Zealand.  
 

 Thailand (Article IV): “Credit and housing markets are also cooling down. Total credit 
growth—including credit from nonresidents—moderated from 5.8 percent in 2018 to 4.8 
percent year-on-year in 2019:Q1, led by declines in corporate borrowing. While loans to 
households picked up in 2018 and remained buoyant through 2019:Q1—driven by auto 
loans and new mortgages housing loan demand softened following the tightening of loan-to-
value (LTVs) in April 2019, and condo prices declined by 1¾ percent (y/y) also reflecting 
weaker foreign demand. The housing market is already going through a period of 

http://unassumingeconomist.com/2019/10/to-tackle-housing-affordability-in-canada-build-more-houses/
https://blogs.imf.org/2019/10/02/to-tackle-housing-affordability-in-canada-build-more-houses/
https://blogs.imf.org/2019/10/02/to-tackle-housing-affordability-in-canada-build-more-houses/
http://unassumingeconomist.com/2019/09/housing-affordability-in-new-zealand/
https://www.imf.org/%7E/media/Files/Publications/CR/2019/1NZLEA2019002.ashx
http://unassumingeconomist.com/2019/10/house-prices-in-thailand-4/
http://www.imf.org/external/research/housing/index.htm
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adjustment consistent with the broad-based cooling of the Thai economy”, says the IMF’s 
latest report on Thailand.   
 

  

https://www.imf.org/%7E/media/Files/Publications/CR/2019/1THAEA2019002.ashx
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2. UNDERSTANDING THE RISE IN SECOND-HOME BUYING 
  

In this interview, Daniel Garcia talks about his new paper: Second-Home Buying and the 

Housing Boom and Bust. Daniel Garcia is an economist at the Federal Reserve.  

Disclaimer: The views expressed in this Q&A are those of the author, and do not reflect the views 

of the Federal Reserve Board or the Federal Reserve System. 

 

Hites Ahir: What prompted you to work on this project? 

Daniel Garcia: I read a paper by Neil Bhutta (2015), where he documents that existing 

homeowners contributed more to the rise in aggregate mortgage debt during the housing boom 

than all first-time borrowers, subprime and otherwise.1  Neil’s paper showed the housing boom 

on the borrower side was to a large extent driven by individuals who were already homeowners – 

and were typically above-average in income and credit scores – rather than by borrowers 

becoming first time homeowners.  I felt that understanding the effects of the rise in second-home 

buying (existing homeowners acquiring additional properties) was important macro-prudentially 

and a bit understudied.  

Hites Ahir: How do experts measure second-home buying? 

Daniel Garcia: The most reliable measure comes from anonymized credit bureau data, such as 

the Federal Reserve Bank of New York/Equifax Consumer Credit Panel dataset, which allows 

researchers to impute second-home buying based on the number of first-lien mortgages in 

individual’s credit files.  One issue with credit bureau records is they do not contain the address 

of nonprimary residences.  I therefore supplement my analysis with the Credit Risk Insight 

Servicing McDash (CRISM) dataset, a merge done by Equifax of their credit bureau records with 

a loan-level dataset containing property address (McDash). 

                                                                 
1 Sometimes second-home buyers are referred to as property investors.  I use the term “second-home buyers” 
instead, to distinguish between individual buyers from corporate investors.  Moreover, many second-home 
purchases by individuals likely had a consumption motive – about 85 percent of all second-home purchases by 
individuals during the housing boom were for a second or third property. 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/mv0dud053vcnmrv/SHB_p_625.pdf?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/mv0dud053vcnmrv/SHB_p_625.pdf?dl=0
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0304393215000215
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Hites Ahir: How much was the increase in second-home buying during the 2000-06 period? 

Daniel Garcia: In the Federal Reserve Bank of New York/Equifax Consumer Credit Panel 

dataset, the share of new home purchase loans going to existing homeowners rose from about 20 

to almost 40 percent from 2000 to 2006.  In other words, close to 4 in 10 purchase mortgages 

went to existing homeowners at the peak of the housing boom in 2006.  Since the housing crash, 

the share of purchase mortgages going to existing homeowners is back around 20 percent (Figure 

1).   

Figure 1:  The share of new loans for non-primary residences 

 

Note: The figure plots the aggregate second-home origination (new loans for nonprimary residences) share by year. 

Source: Federal Reserve Bank of New York/Equifax Consumer Credit Panel dataset and author’s calculations. 

 

Hites Ahir: What was driving the increase? 

Daniel Garcia: Rising fundamentals in the late 1990s expansion seem an important part of the 

story.  Locals of areas where house prices and wages grew more in the late 1990s were on 

average more likely to buy additional properties in the mid-2000s than elsewhere. That said, 

improving fundamentals are likely not the full story, because other expansions did not produce 

such a strong increase in second-home buying.  It is likely that improving fundamentals in the 
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late 1990s interacted with other changes in the economy, such as optimistic beliefs about house 

prices and easier credit conditions, to generate the increase in second-home buying.   

Hites Ahir: How did the rise in second-home buying affect the economy? 

Daniel Garcia: The strong rise in second-home buying could have had important 

macroeconomic implications, contributing to housing mispricing and over-construction during 

the boom and the rise in foreclosures during the recession, as argued by others such as 

Haughwout et al (2011); Chinco and Mayer (2019);  Albanesi et al (2019).  However, 

disentangling causality is challenging, as the rise in second-home buying could have been a 

symptom rather than a cause of other economic forces, such as overly optimistic beliefs about 

house prices.  

To estimate the causal effects, I focus on vacation areas, which I measure based on the vacation 

share of housing from the 2000 decennial census.  I argue they offer an ideal laboratory – 

vacation areas experienced a stronger rise in second-home buying during the boom than 

elsewhere, reflecting factors originating elsewhere such as rising income, house prices, and 

demand for second homes in other parts of the country.  Because of the relatively stronger rise in 

second-home buying there, vacation areas experienced more pronounced boom-bust episodes: 

house prices and construction employment grew more quickly than elsewhere during the mid -

2000s and crashed more sharply during the recession (Figure 2).  

In the paper, I verify that the sharp boom-bust in vacation areas was caused by changes in 

demand for second homes originating elsewhere, rather than by local developments, by ruling 

out alternative explanations.  For example, vacation areas were otherwise ordinary across various 

other boom indicators, such as the use of alternative mortgages, private-label securitization, 

changes in mortgage debt by locals, pre-trends in income and house prices, supply constraints, 

and credit scores.  Moreover, all of the stronger increase in second-home buying there was 

explained by purchases from out-of-town buyers.   

 

 

https://www.newyorkfed.org/medialibrary/media/research/staff_reports/sr514.pdf
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/290649013_Misinformed_Speculators_and_Mispricing_in_the_Housing_Market
https://www.dropbox.com/s/m0h9u79ntg2ff6s/draft_July2019.pdf?dl=0
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Figure 2: House Prices and Construction Employment in Vacation vs Other Areas 

 

Note: The figure plots house prices against time for two groups: the top quartile of vacation shares in the 2000 

census, and the other counties. House prices and construction employment are indexed to equal 100 in the year 

2000.  Source: 2000 Census, CoreLogic HPI and Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages. 

 

Hites Ahir: Why focus on vacation areas, and are estimates based on those areas likely to 

be representative?  

Daniel Garcia: Housing in  vacation areas allows us to estimate the causal effects of changes in 

second-home buying.  Other parts of the country, such as cities in the sand states such as Los 

Angeles, Phoenix, and Las Vegas, also had high second-home buying, but also high private-label 

securitization, use of alternative mortgages, and increases in household debt, making it 

challenging to isolate the effects of second-home buying there.  The appeal of vacation areas is 

we can confidently isolate the effects of second-home buying there.  

That said, the effects of second-home buying in vacation areas are likely informative of the 

overall effects, because second-home buying in vacation areas was broadly representative: most 

of the second-home purchases there were for individuals acquiring their second or third property 
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(about 85 percent of all second-home purchases during the boom), but also included second-

home buying by borrowers with 4 or more houses, a segment of the market more likely to consist 

of property investors. Therefore, I interpret the main findings of the paper as informative of 

second-home buying overall. 

Hites Ahir: What are the implications of your findings? 

Daniel Garcia: The findings suggest changes in credit demand amplified the housing boom and 

bust.  Vacation areas had a stronger housing boom and bust caused by the rise in demand for 

second homes in other parts of the country.  It is unlikely that credit supply developments 

explained the boom-bust in those areas, as mortgages for vacation area properties were average 

in the use of alternative (such as interest-only) mortgages and private-label securitization.   

Though the findings highlight the role of changes in credit demand, they are consistent with 

credit supply mattering elsewhere in the aggregate, as found by others (e.g. Mian and Sufi 2009; 

Demyanyk and Hemert 2011) including some of my own previous work (Garcia 2018).  My 

view is that outward shifts in both credit supply and demand helped cause the housing boom and 

bust, likely anchored by common factors such as overly optimistic beliefs on house prices, as 

argued by others such as Burnside et al (2016), Piazzesi and Schneider (2016), and Kaplan et al. 

(2017).   

Hites Ahir: What is the current state of second-home buying in the United States? 

Daniel Garcia: For individuals, the share of second-home purchase shares has remained around 

20 percent since the recession.  The corporate share of home purchases was around 11 percent at 

the end of 2019, up a few percentage points from 2016 according to data from CoreLogic.  

Therefore, the scene appears somewhat quieter than in other countries such as the United 

Kingdom, Canada, and Australia, where recent rises in out-of-town buying have been more 

pronounced. 

 

 

  

https://academic.oup.com/qje/article/124/4/1449/1917185
https://ideas.repec.org/a/oup/rfinst/v24y2011i6p1848-1880.html
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1111/jmcb.12617
https://ideas.repec.org/a/ucp/jpolec/doi10.1086-686732.html
https://econpapers.repec.org/bookchap/eeemacchp/v2-1547.htm
https://www.nber.org/papers/w23694
https://www.nber.org/papers/w23694
https://www.corelogic.com/blog/2019/06/special-report-investor-home-buying.aspx#_edn1
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ABOUT GLOBAL HOUSING WATCH NEWSLETTER 
 

The Global Housing Watch Newsletter aims to present a snapshot of the month's news and 
research on global housing markets. If you have suggestions on new material that could be 
included or ideas to improve this newsletter, you can send it to Hites Ahir (hahir@imf.org).  

 

*Disclaimer: The views expressed in this note do not necessarily represent those of the IMF or 
IMF policy. Also, this note does not independently verify the accuracy of the news, statistics or 
events presented in this document. 
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